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A parameter study has been carried out to investigatethe interdependenceof mechanicaland fluid
flow properties of fractures with fracture roughnessand sample size. A rough fracture can be defined
mathematically in terms of its aperture density distribution. Correlations were found between the
shapes of the aperture density distribution function and the specific fractures of the stress-strain
behavior and fluid flow characteristics.Well-matchedfractures had peaked aperture distributionsthat
resulted in very nonlinearstress-strainbehavior. With an increasingdegreeof mismatchingbetween
the top and bottom of a fracture, the aperture density distributionbroadenedand the nonlinearityof
the stress-strainbehavior became less accentuated.The different aperture density distributionsalso
gave rise to qualitativelydifferentfluid flow behavior. Findingsfrom this investigationmake it possible
to estimate the stress-strainand fluid flow behavior when the roughnesscharacteristicsof the fracture
are known and, conversely, to estimate the fracture roughnessfrom an examinationof the hydraulic
and mechanical data. Results from this study showed that both the mechanical and hydraulic
propertiesof the fracture are controlledby the large-scaleroughnessof thejoint surface.This suggests
that when the stress-flow behavior of a fracture is being investigated, the size of the rock sample
should be larger than the typical wave length of the roughnessundulations.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper [Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981] we
developed a theoretical relationship between the nonlinear
effective Young's modulus of a rough-walled fracture and its
roughnessprofile. The theoretical model has been validated
againstlaboratory measurements.It allows one to deduce
from normal stress-displacementmeasurements the roughness profile of the rock fracture and, in turn, to predict the
fluid flow through such a fracture as a function of normal
stress.In this paper we investigatedmany different fractures
of known roughness profile to find correlations between
specificfeaturesin the normal stress-displacementcurve of a
fracture and the actual geometric characteristics of the
fracture. This systematic study lends additional insight on
the interdependenceof fluid flow through a fracture and the
stress-displacementmeasurements across the fracture.
Not much information

is available

in the literature

on the

roughnesscharacteristicsof single fractures. Sharp [1970]
showed an aperture frequency histogram obtained from
laboratory measurements of a tension fracture. Neuzil and
Tracy [1981] modeled a rough fracture using a lognormal
aperture frequency distribution in their theoretical work on
flow through rough fractures.
Our approach assumesno specifiedmathematical form for
the aperture distribution; it is derived from the actual joint

profilesas shownin Figure 1, which is reproducedfrom
Figure 9 of Bandis et al. [1981]. It showsa selectionofjoint
surface profiles from natural exposures of sandstone, siltstone, and limestone. If each joint surface profile were to
representboth the top and bottom halves of a fracture, then
different fracture apertures may be simulated from each
profile when the upper and lower joints are mismatched in
varying degrees. This approach of simulatingfractures from
real joint profiles is suited to the purpose of our systematic
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1983by
the American Geophysical Union.

study, where one needs a large samplingof fractures with
known roughness characteristics and where each fracture
may be representedmathematically by an aperture distribution function. We note that in Figure 1, the roughnessof
each joint surface is characterized by a large-scaleundula-

tion on which ism..
superimposeda small-scaleroughness

whoseaverage
a'triPlitude
andwavelength
aremuchsmaller
than that of the large-scale undulation. The profiles range
from roughundulationto almostsmoothand planar. For our

analysis,
wechose
fractures
thataresimulated
fromprofiles
1 and l0 in Figure 1. These two profiles are distinctly
different in their typical large-scaleundulation amplitude;
however, their small-scaleroughnessis similar. We comphted the normal stress-displacementand stress-fluid flow
characteristics of these fractures. Through our analysis,
sufficient insight was gained to enable us to correlate the
mechanical and hydraulic properties of the fracture to the
fracture roughness.Therefore, given a rough-walled fracture, certain characteristics in the normal stress-displacement and normal stress-flow curves can be anticipated.
Conversely, given normal stress-displacementand stressflow measurements,the results of this study enable one to
have an intuitive feeling as to the geometric characteristics
of that rough fracture, eliminating the need for the actual,
lengthy mathematical calculations of our earlier approach
[Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981].
Furthermore, our study indicates that it is the large-scale
roughnessundulation of the fracture walls and the degree of
mismatching between the two walls of the fracture that
control the shape of the normal stress-displacementcurve,
which in turn determinesthe dependenceof flow on normal
stress. Our investigation therefore suggeststhat the largescale undulation wavelength of a fracture wall may be the
key to the appropriate representative equivalent volume
(REV) for stress-flowbehavior of singlefractures.
METHOD

We discussedin the introduction that each joint surface
profile as displayed in Figure 1 may be considered to
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Fig. 1. Selection of typical joint surface profiles [after Bandis et al., 1981].

represent both the upper and lower joint surfaces of a
fracture. Different fracture aperturesmay then•e constructed when the upper and the lower joints are mismatched in

0.030, 0.056, and 0.17, respectively, of the entire profile
length. We have assumedthat the roughnessprofile repeats
itself, the profile lengths displayed in Figure 1 being the
varyingdegrees.Figure2 showsfourdifferentvariations
,that smallest repeating unit. The fractures in Figure 2 were
were generated from the same joint surface profile I in constructedfrom the sameroughnessprofile 1 by the aboveFigure 1. In Figures 2a-2d the topjoint has been displacedto mentioned horizontal displacement plus enough vertical
the right of the bottomjoint by fractions varying from 0.013, separationto ensure that there was no overlap between the
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Fig. 2. Four figuresgeneratedfrom the surfaceprofilenumber I of Figure 1.
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upper and lower profiles. If the profile for each of the
fractures in Figure 2 is discretized into appropriate length
units, then the fraction of discretized length units having an
aperture value b will give the aperture density distribution
n(b), which is an appropriatemathematicaldescriptionof the
physical fracture. The apertures range from zero to some
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(a) at normalstresso-•

maximum value b0.
In the earlier work [Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981] we

used a void descriptionof the fracture, that is, each fracture
such as shown in Figure 2 can be consideredas a collection
of elongated voids of length, 2d. Assuming a spatially
random distribution for the voids which make up the fracture, we derived the following relationship:
geff

1 - --

where Eeffis the effective Young's modulus of the rock with
the fracture, E is the Young's modulus of the intact rock, and
(d) is one half the crack length averaged over all the voids.

The physicalpicture implied by,(1) is illustratedin Figure 3,
which portrays a portion of fracture at increasinglevels of
applied stress. Under increasingload, the deformation of the
voids causes more areas between the top and bottom of the
fracture to come in contact and leads to a decrease in (d).
This process results in a gradual increase of the effective
modulus with increasing load according to (1). Equation (1)
therefore provides a bridge between the mechanicalproperties of a fractured rock and the geometrical characteristicsof
the fracture. We shall show in the following that given a
fracture for which the aperture density distribution has been
defined,we can calculatethe fracture mechanicalproperties.
measurements

are

made

on intact

rock

over

a

thickness 1, then by definition,
do-

E = 1•
d(AVr)

(2)

and for a rock with a single fracture, one has
do-

Eeff = /

I•

2d•

•1•

.'1

d(AV + AV,.)

(3)

(c) at normalstresso'3>%

H--2d,-----ff-2d2 :-',-- 2d• :.-• 2d4-.-•.1
Fig. 3. Deformationof 'voids' in a sequenceof increasingnormal
stress.

w at each fracture

closure is

to =

n(b) db

where/x V• is the deformation of the intact rock and AV is the
closure of the fracture. Note that whereas A V• will be

proportional to l, AV is a property intrinsic to the fracture
and is independentof I. Therefore an evaluation of Eeffin (3)
from stress-displacementmeasurementsdependson I and is
nonunique. That is, the larger the I chosen, the more difficult
it will be to distinguishthe effect of the presence of the
fracturefrom the overall mechanicalpropertyof the rock.
If the modulusE of the in•act rock is a constant,(2) and (3)
to

do- = -I

(1 -Eeff/E)

(4)

The integrandon the right-hand side of (4) can be computed
from the geometryof the fracture profile, which is represented by the aperture density n(b) as determinedat zero stress,
that is, when the fracture closure AV is zero. As the fracture
closes, A V increases, and each aperture is reduced the
amountAV. All aperturesin n(b) havingvaluesof b lessthan
AV now become zero. Therefore

the fractional

contact area

(5)

For a spatially random distribution of voids, the average
half-cracklength(d) is inverselyproportionalto the fractional contact area. Since (d) is related to Eee/E from (1), the
integral in (4) may be evaluated numerically for any given
n(b). We shouldpoint out that the proportionality signin (1)
impliesthat a referencecrack lengthat zero stressis needed.
Since the entire length of profile 1 shown in Figure 1 contains
approximately three large-scale undulation wavelengths, we
have chosenthe reference crack length to be one third of the
entire profile in our computations.
CORRELATION

BETWEEN

FRACTURE

STRESS DISPLACEMENT

reduce

2d2

(d)

E

When

(b) at normalstresscrz>

ROUGHNESS AND

CHARACTERISTICS

The aperture density n(b) versusaperture b in the absence
of applied normal stress for the four different fractures
shown in Figures 2a-2d are plotted in Figures 4-7, respectively. The same horizontal and vertical scales are used for
all the figuresso that a meaningful comparisonmay be made
among them. Recall that all the fractures in Figure 2 originate from the samejoint roughnessprofile 1, they differ only
in the amount of lateral mismatching between the top and
bottom. Figures 4-7 show that the larger the lateral displacement in forming the fracture, the larger is the value of the
maximum aperture b0 in the fracture. Though the aperture
distributions show a lot of noise arising from the small-scale
roughnessof the joint surface, an overall envelope for each
distribution is discernible. The envelopes arise from the
large-scaleundulation of the joint, their shapesrange from a
narrow peaked distributionon Figure 4 correspondingto the
fracture in Figure 2a to a flat, almost uniform distributionon
Figure 7 for the fracture shown in Figure 2d.
The characteristics

of the stress versus fracture

closure

curves may be correlated to the aperture distribution. In
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Figures 4-7 the normal stress o. versus fracture closure A V

for the four differentfracturesshownin Figures2a-2d are

broadensand the variation of o-with AV becomesless steep.
This difference in behavior between a well-mated joint and
an ill-mated joint had been seenfor a granodiorite specimen

also plotted together with the distributionsof n(b) versus b.
The stress is left in relative units for the purpose of this

study.According
to (4), actualvaluesof o.maybeobtained

[Goodman, 1976]. The maximum allowed fracture closure

when the Young's modulus (E) of the intact rock and the
actual conditions of measurements (/) are known. The fiat
tail of the o. versus AV curve at small AV (Figure 4)
correspondsto low-aperturedensitiesn(b) at smallapertures

AV shouldequal b0, the maximum aperture of the fracture at

zeroappliedlead.At thisvalueof AV, thefractureis totally
closed and o. versus A V is, of course, vertical. However, in
the cases where the aperture distribution peaks sharply, o.
versus AV can become near-vertical long before the value of

b. Therefore for small A V the fracture contact area increases

very slowly (see equation (5)) as A V is increased. Also, the
averagecrack length remains large (see Figure 3); hence Ee•

maximum closure is reached. This is becausethe aperture
distribution peak can occur at a value b anywhere between
zero and the niaximum b0. Then, correspondingto the
postpeak aperture distribution decline, even at values of b

remainssmallaccordingto (1) and the nearly flat slopeof do-/
dAV results. As n(b) peaks, the contact area increases
rapidly, causingthe averagecrack length to decreaserapidconsiderably
belowb0the fractionaifracturecontactarea
ly, giving rise to a steady increaseof the slope do-/dAV.As
can be very nearly one and the average crack length nearly
n(b) decreases again beyond the peak, the slope do-/dAV
zero, implying that the effective modulus of the fractured

approaches a constant. These correlations between the

rock will be almost identical to that of the intact rock. This is

shape of the o- versus A V curve and the shape of n(b) are
consistentlyseen in Figures 4-7. When the aperture density
is appreciable at small b (Figure 6), the flat tail of the oversus A V curve, so prominent in Figure 4, has all but
disappeared.
We note in the progressionfrom Figure 4 to Figure 7 that
as the mismatchbetween the top and lower joints increases
(Figures 2a-2d), respectively, the aperture distribution

the case in Figures 4 and 5 where the aperture distributions
are peaked. In these figures the n(b) versus b curve extends
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to the maximum aperture b0, whereas the rr versus AV curve
terminates at a value /xV considerably below that of its
maximum allowed value b0; beyond this value of AV at
which the calculated curve terminates, the slope of rr versus
/xV approachesinfinity. For broad and flat aperture distributions such as those in Figures 6 and 7, the slope of rr versus
/xV remains finite until/x V almost reaches b0.
The well-matched fracture characterized by a peaked
aperturedistributionwith small b0(e.g., Figure 4) also differs
from an ill-matched fracture characterized by a flat aperture
distribution with larger b0 (e.g., Figure 7) in the fractional
contact

area variation

with

fracture

closure.

Curve

a in

Figure 8 shows the fractional fracture contact area variation
for the most well-matched fracture (Figure 2a). The Sshapedcurve demonstratesthat the fractional fracture con-
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Fig. 9. Fracture aperture distributionand stress-fractureCIDsure variation for fracture generated from surface profile 10 of
Figure 1.

one may say that the joint in profile 10 is smootherthan that
in profile 1. Each fracture constructed from profile 10 has
apertures much smaller than the correspondingfracture
constructedfrom profile 1. This result is consistentwith our
intuition that a smoother walled fracture should give rise to
smaller overall range of fracture apertures. Figure 9 shows
the n(b) versus b and tr versus /xV curves for a fracture
constructedfrom profile 10 by the least lateral displacement.
This figure shouldbe comparedwith Figure 4, where curves
are shown for a fracture constructedfrom profile 1 by the

sameamountof lateral d!splacement.(Here we mustpoint
out that profiles 1 and 10, in fact, belong to different rock
types and therefore possessdifferent Young's moduli. However, for the purpose of this study we are specifically
interested in the effect of fracture roughnesson mechanical
properties; so we borrow profiles 1 and 10 from the work of
Bandis et al. [1981] and assume that they are joints of the
samerock type differing only in their geometricalcharacteristics. This justifies the comparison between Figure 4 and
Figure 9.) The distinctionbetween Figure 4 and Figure 9 may
be most simply stated in mathematical terms. In Figure 4,
the square root of the variance of n(b) is smaller than the
mean of the distribution; whereas in Figure 9, the square
root of the variance is larger than the mean of the distribution. The values of n(b) for b less than zero are eliminated
sincenegativeaperturesare nonphysical,thus giving rise to
the skewedappearanceof the aperture distributionin Figure
9. Physically, the difference in appearancebetween Figures
4 and 9 are accounted

I

o

-15

-5

closure is mathe-

matically the integral of aperture density from aperture zero
to aperture /xV, one expects that a totally flat aperture
distribution (completely random aperture distribution)
shouldgive a 45ø straight line for the fractional contact area
variation with fracture closure. Curve d in Figure 8 for the
most ill-matched fracture gives almost this shape.This linear
variation correspondsto the slow and steadyrise in slopeof
the rr versus/xV curve in Figure 7.
Stress and aperture distribution calculations were also
carried out using the joint surface profile 10 in Figure 1.
Fractures were formed using lateral displacements of the
samemagnitudesas in the calculationsfor profile 1. Whereas
profiles 1 and 10 have comparablesmall-scaleroughnessand
average large-scaleundulation wavelength, they differ most
distinctly in their typical large-scaleundulation amplitude.
By virtue of the smaller undulation amplitude in profile 10,

25

160

for as follows.

The distribution

of

Figure 9 results becausethe fractures formed from profile 10
are more planar due to the smaller undulation amplitudes.
Since there is appreciabledensity n(b) at the zero end of the
aperture distribution, contact area increasesimmediately as
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fractureclosureAV variedas (b3(AV)),where
(b3(AV))=

n(b)(b-- AV)3 db

(6)

v

for fracture
for fracture
.....
for fracture
.......... for fracture

0,8

=

2a
2b
2c
2d

and n(b) denotes the fracture aperture distribution in the
absenceof applied normal stress. Since the variation of tr
versus A V is given in (4), the dependence of fluid flow on
applied normal stress may be calculated. The results for the
four fractures (Figures 2a-2d) are shown in Figure 10. Recall
that fractures 2a-2d are all derived from the same joint
profile I in Figure 1, but with increasing amount of mismatching between the top and bottom walls of the fracture.
The flows at zero applied normal stress bear the ratio
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Fig. 10. Normalized fluid flow per unit pressure head variation
with applied normal stressfor fractures 2a-2d.

In Figure 10 the flows, Q, per unit pressurehead are all
normalized to 1 at zero stress level. The stressescan again
be left in arbitrary units for the purpose of this study. The
extremely sharpdrop of flow at small stressesfor fracture 2a
reflects the mechanical

the fracture closure is increased from zero; therefore the
feature of a flat tail in the tr versus /XV curve at small

found in the rougher fractures formed from profile 1 (e.g.,
Figure 4) is absent here in the more planar fracturesfrom
profile 10 (e.g., Figure 9). The absenceof a long flat tail at
small A V in the tr versus AV curve and the overall smaller

fracture apertures with a skewed aperture distribution are
the prominent features that differentiate a more planar
fracturefrom an undulationfracture. In other respects,the
versus A V curves correlate to the aperture density in a
similar fashion as in the case of profile 1: the broadeningof
the aperture density and the less steeprise of tr versus AV as
the mismatchbetween the upper and lower joints increases.
The above calculations lead to an understandingof the
general relationship between fracture roughness and the
fracture mechanical property under normal stress. Mathematically, a well-matched fracture (such as Figure 2a) gives
rise to an aperturedistributionthat has a narrow and peaked
envelope (Figure 4), whereas an ill-matched fracture suchas
Figure 2d gives rise to an aperture distribution that has a
broad and flat envelope (Figure 7). The large-scale roughnessdeterminesthe shapeof the aperture distributionenvelope. The small-scaleroughnessof the fracture wall contributes to the backgroundnoise of the aperture distributionsin
Figures 4-7. Since the features in the tr versus/xV curves can
be generallycorrelatedto the shapeof the aperturedistribution envelope, it is the large-scaleroughnessof the fracture
walls that controls the mechanical
FRACTURE
WITH

increases from fractures 2a-2d.

This indicates that in the absence of asperity breakage, the
geometrical characteristics of the fracture alone dictate that
the flow through an initially matched fracture will increase
under shear strain. Fracture 2d represents a mismatch of
about half an undulation wavelength between the top and
bottom joints. Further shear displacement will cause the
overall fracture apertures to decrease, and we expect the

FLUID

behavior

of the fracture.

FLOW VARIATION

NORMAL

STRESS

We have shown [Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981] that the
fluid flow per unit head through a fracture at each stage of

softness of a well-matched

fracture

at the initial stages of loading; the decrease of flow with
stress becomes progressively less rapid as the fractures
become less well matched. The wiggles in the curves in
Figure 10 arise from the small-scaleroughnessof the fracture
wall. The overall shapes of the curves are governed by the
large-scale undulation of the fractures. The variation of Q
per unit head with trin Figure 10 may be separatedinto three
regions: (1) an initial rapid linear drop at small stress, (2)
slow but nonlinear variation with increasing stress, and (3)
the asymptotic behavior at large stresses.The initial sharp
drop of flow per unit head in region 1 correspondsto the flat
tail in the tr versusAV curve such as shown in Figure 4 and is
characteristic

of a well-matched

fracture.

Calculations also show that the flow per unit head through
the fracture approaches some limiting value greater than
zero at large stressesand the more mismatchedthe undulating fracture, the smaller is this limiting value of flow. To
illustrate this, Figure 10 is replotted in Figure 11 with the
flow per unit head put into logarithmic scale. The convenient
scale of length unit cubed is used for the flow by virtue of (6).
At zero applied stress, the fluid flow through the most
mismatched fracture 2d is largest since it has the largest
overall apertures; however, at large stresses,the flow for the
same mismatched

fracture

takes on the smallest value. The

point of termination for each curve in Figure 11 is governed
by the value of stress beyond which the tr versus A V curve
(Figures 4-7) becomes near vertical, as discussed earlier,
implying that very little fracture closure will occur beyond
this value of stresswhere each curve in Figure 11 terminates
and that the values of flow where

the curves terminate

are

indicative of the nonzero limiting values. Figures 4-7 indicate that the more mismatched the fracture, the closer is the

point of termination for tr versus AV curves to the maximum
possibleclosure b0; hence the smaller is the limiting value of
flow for the more mismatched

fracture.
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That the curves in Figure 11 shouldtake on such different
shapesfor the four differentfracturesis of interest. Sincethe
curves for fractures 2a-2d in Figure 11 correspondto fractures with their aperture distributionsrangingfrom sharply
peaked to very broad and flat, the different shapesof these
logarithms of flow per unit head versus stress curves may
very well be a potential tool for guessing the aperture
characteristicsof the fracture in question.lwai's [ 1976]flow
data for very well-matched rough fractures indeed take on
the shapeof the curve for fracture 2a in Figue 11, but much
more experimental evidence is needed to substantiateour
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Fig. 11. Logarithm of fluid flow per unit pressure head versus
applied normal stressfor fractures 2a-2d.

The nonzero limiting values of flow per Unit head at high
stress are consistent with experimental evidence [Kranz et
al., 1979]that fractures remain open for fluid flow even up to
effective stressesof 200-300 MPa. This is also not surprising
if we consider the physics that is involved. Recall from (1)
and (2) that over a thickness l, E is defined in terms of the
rock displacementAVr with stressand Eeffis definedin terms
of the total displacementAVt, which is the sum of the rock
displacement and the fracture closure. One may separate
this thickness I further into two components, one is the
immediate area around the fracture, of the order of thickness
b0, which we shall call 1•. The modulus of this fracture region
will be denotedby E•. The other componentis the rock away
from the immediate vicinity of the fracture, with thickness(1
- ll) and intact rock modulus E. When normal stress is
applied to 1, the respective displacementsin the two regions
are AV and AVr. If a two-springsanalog is used to describe
the system, it is straightforward to show that
I
Eeff

=

Ii
E•

+

(1-

li)

(7)

E

In the void description of the fracture, when the crack
lengthsare long, Ee•/E << 1, implying that the fracture region
(E•) will be so soft that the measured total displacement AVt
would be dominated by the fracture closure AV. However,
as the stress level increases, the crack lengths shorten and
E•ff/E approaches1, then E• is no longer significantlydifferent from the intact rock modulus E. In which case, to

separate I into two regions and to describe it by the twospringsanalogis artificial. In fact, the responseof the region
I to external load is simply that of one 'spring,' that correspondingto the rock. Within the fracture, the responseto
external load is from the 'shortening' of those asperities
already in contact rather than further closure to bring more
asperitiesinto contact. Whereasin the initial stageof applied
load the 'void' description of the fracture predicts rapid
closure of the fracture, now at larger stressesthe shortening
of the asperities already in contact with increasing load
impliesthat the fracture remainsopen for fluid flow even at
very high stresses.

ROLE OF SAMPLE SIZE

to STRESS AND FLOW MEASUREMENT

In this systematicstudy we have arrived at the conclusion
that the mechanical and hydraulic properties of a fracture
under normal stress can be correlated to the geometrical
characteristicsof the fracture. The large-scaleroughnessof a
well-matched fracture is characterized mathematically by a
narrow and peaked aperture distribution; that of an illmatchedfracture is characterized by an aperture distribution
that is broad and flat. The small-scale roughness of the
fracture wall contributes to the background noise of the
overall shapeof the aperture distribution. Since the features
in rr versus AV and Q versus rr curves have been shown to
correlate to the shape of the aperture distribution, it is the
large-scaleroughnessof the fracture walls that controls the
mechanicaland hydraulic behavior of the fracture. It is clear
then that rock samples smaller than a typical large-scale
undulation wavelength do not represent the fracture roughnessproperly, and spuriousresults due purely to 'size' can
occur when such small samples are used in stress and flow
measurements. In other words, the large-scale undulation
wavelengthsof the fracture wall may be a good measure of
the 'representative equivalent length' for the scale effect in
stress and flow measurements. Figure 1 shows that the
undulation wavelengths range from about 12 cm for profiles
numbered 1, 5, and 10 to perhaps 70 cm in profile 6. The
other profiles have wavelengths of the order of 30 cm. If
Figure 1 is a good samplingof typical rock profiles, then our
study seems to suggest that in order to obtain a data base
from which laboratory experimental results may be extrapolated to field situations, rock samplesmuch larger than those
conventionally employed in laboratory stress-strain and
stress-flow

measurements

are called for.

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions drawn from this investigation in many ways
coincide with what one will intuitively expect with regard to
the relationship between fracture roughnesscharacteristics
and its mechanicaland hydraulic properties. This systematic
studytherefore suppliesthe theoreticalbasisfor our physical
intuition. We summarize in the following our findings from
this study.
1. The roughnessof a fracture wall may be characterized
by a small-scale roughness superposed on a large-scale
undulation. It is the large-scale undulation in the fracture
wall roughnessthat determines the shape of the aperture
density distribution and therefore controls the mechanical
and hydraulic properties.
2. When the fractures are well matched, the aperture
distribution is narrow and peaked; with increasing mis-
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matching,the aperture distributionbroadensand flattens. In
mathematical terms, both the variance and the mean of the
aperture distribution increase as the fracture becomes more

mismatched. The aperture distribution for a perfectly
matched rough fracture is a delta function, which is also the
mathematicaldescription for the conventionalparallel flat
plate description of fractures. For mismatchedfractures, as
the ratio of the undulation amplitude and wavelength of the
fracture wall decreases, that is, in going from rough-walled
to planar fractures, the overall aperture decreasesand the
squareroot of the variance becomeslarger than the mean of
the distribution.

3. The peaked aperture distribution of a well-matched
fracture gives rise to very soft mechanicalpropertiesat low
stressesand therefore very nonlinear stress-fractureclosure
behavior. As the fracture becomes more mismatched, the

nonlinearity of the stress-fractureclosure behavior becomes
less accentuated.

4. The fracture hydraulic property follows closely the
fracture mechanical property. The calculationsfor fractures
2a-2d indicate that dilatancy occurs when a fracture undergoes shear displacement (under zero loading conditions).
The flow should first increase, reaching a maximum when
the mismatchbetweenthe upper and lowerjoints is about 1/2
of the large-scaleundulation wavelength, and then decrease
with further sheardisplacement.When only normal stressis
present, the soft mechanical behavior gives rise to a sharp
drop of flow with stress; hence the more well-matched the
fracture the sharperthe drop of flow with stressat low levels
of applied normal load. The different shapesof the curves of
logarithmsof flow per unit head versus stressmay serve as a
'fingerprintingtool' for the fracture roughnesscharacteristics.

Equipped with the findings from this investigation,one
can now make qualitative predictions about the expected
stress-fractureclosure behavior and expected stress-flow

behaviorof any fracture from an examinationof the fracture
wall roughness and the degree of fracture mismatching
alone. On the other hand, hydraulic and mechanicaldata can
also give one the clue to the roughnesscharacteristicsof a
fracture.

That the large-scaleundulation wavelength of the fracture
wall seems to be the key to the representative equivalent
length for fracture mechanical and hydraulic properties is
significant.This implies that if a representativeundulation
wavelengthcan be determinedfor the fracturesin the field,

then perhapslaboratory experimentson the suitably sized
samples of about 1.5-2 undulation wavelengths may be
sufficientto provide flow and stressdata that can be transferrable to the field situation.
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